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ABSTRACT
 To bring out the pertinent prosodic features corresponding to
assertive, interrogative and imperative modes, and to produce
natural Vietnamese utterances, we used "minimal pairs" which
had the same tonal and syllabic configuration but a different
morphosyntactic structure. This is possible because Question-
markers or Imperative-markers may have homonymous
morphemes. Auditive tests confirmed the results of our
instrumental analysis. Controlling the fo, intensity and tempo
parameters with re-synthesized speech (P. Martin's WinPitch
program), we obtained the target values which are recognized as
well as the perceptual boundaries between the three modal
categories. The basic "segmental" unit is not the "phoneme" but
the "syllable", the structure of which constrains the occurrence of
tone types.

1. INTRODUCTION
Tone realisation in Vietnamese1 can be described both through
the shape of the fo contour and its global register (Gsell [6]). In
this language it is well known that there are morphemic markers
to express modality, attitudes and emotions; therefore it is
considered that intonation as such plays a secondary role (Fry [2],
Gordina & Bystrov [5]). It has been shown [9] that questions
without syntactic markers are not very natural or are the
realisations of echo-questions which have an attitudinal overtone.
Previous results (��� ���� & Boulakia [1]) have brought out the
relations between tone, accentuation and intonation in spoken
Vietnamese. However these studies resorted to suppressing the
interrogative morpheme in order to produce minimal pairs in
which only the fo parameter was supposed to vary thus producing
sentences perceived as "somewhat strange".

2. INTONATION ANALYSIS
2.1. Corpus
In the present experimental study, in order to bring out the
pertinent prosodic features corresponding to assertive,
interrogative and imperative modes, while excluding attitudinal
variations2, and to produce natural Vietnamese utterances, we
used a certain number of utterance pairs in which the final
Question or Imperative-Marker ("Q marker" and "I marker") can
be replaced by a homonymous lexical item; the resulting pairs
have the same syllabic and tonal structures but differing morpho-
syntactic structures. They are therefore considered to be
"ambiguous" and if they are discriminated, it has to be due to the
presence of prosodic differences. The homonymous morphemes
are as follows:

1. 	
��� [tone1] : a) Q marker b) nothing, only
2. 
 [tone4] : a) Q marker

(oriented)
b) open one's
mouth (regional)

3. ��� [tone1] : a) Q marker
(astonishment)

b) star

4. �
� [tone5] : a) Q marker
(regional  & insistence)

b) I marker
(surprise)

5. �� [tone1] : a) I marker b) to walk

The corpus is described in Table 1, with the results of the
identification tests. ������ ��� ���	��
��� ����� ���� ��� �

��������� �� ������� ��� �� ����� ����	����� ����
	�� ��

� ��!������������������"��	�����������	���������
	��#
The written sentences ended with the appropriate

punctuation markers, ".", "?", and "!". They were isolated but the
context was explained so the speakers would know the target
meaning. The hearers were also given instructions concerning the
possible contexts and had to follow a "forced choice" procedure:
Question / Statement / Imperative.

2. 2. Analysis
The Figures 1 to 4, illustrate the duration and fo variations of 4
typical pairs. (On these graphics the tone contours have been
aligned so as to make a better overall comparison ; but this of
course interferes with the actual timing parameter.)
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Table 1 : Corpus and Results of  perception tests (natural speech)

S / Q S / I Q / I
DURATION whole sentence (ms) 1007 / 895 (*) 923 / 903 793 / 943
INTENSITY syllable average (dB) 36 / 36 35 / 38 (**) 37 / 37

FO initial point of sentence 2 3 -1
(difference in initial point of last syllable 5 6 -1
quarter tones) end point of last syllable 12 10 -2

Table 2. Average ratios (Duration and Intensity), and average fo differences
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Table 2 indicates the average value of the 3 prosodic parameters,
Duration "D", Intensity "I", and Fundamental frequency "fo" as
measured in the 4 x 9 utterance pairs.

"D" is expressed in ms., "I" in dB, and "fo" in quarter tones
(in order to combine male and female voices. A star "*" indicates
that the difference is statistically significant (two-factor
ANOVA :   (*) : F(3,32) = 6,660 ; p = 0,014 

          (**) : F(3,16) = 9,900 ; p = 0,006.

2.3. Commentary
2.3.1. Duration (Tempo). Questions are shorter than statements
and this difference is significant. Imperatives (commands) are
even shorter, but the differences with Q and S are not significant.
2.3.2. Intensity. The difference is significant for the S/I pair, but
not for the S/Q and Q/I ones.
2.3.3. Fundamental frequency. The two members of the same
pair have the same overall fo contour; but there is a difference in
terms of register: The register of Questions and Imperative
utterances is clearly higher than that of Statements, while there is
no difference between Questions and Imperatives. There is an
obvious difference in the last syllable: The phonologically "level"
(high) "�����" tone falls in Statements and is much higher and
rising in Questions, while the mean value and movement is half
way between for Imperatives. The rising tones, "�#�" or "
(�",
rise even more in the case of Questions and Imperatives than in
Statements, while Imperatives tend to become flat or even fall
slightly in the final part.

Auditive tests involving identification and discrimination
tasks have confirmed the results of our instrumental analysis.

3. SYNTHESIS
3.1. Procedure
In order to control the respective effects of the three prosodic
parameters we used P. Martin's program "WinPitch" to re-
synthesise the four natural pairs (produced by the same male
speaker) that had obtained the best identification. The synthetic
"control" sentences have the same prosodic parameter values as
the originals and are labelled "synth.SØ", "synth.QØ" and
"synth.IØ". A second set of sentences in which the fo contours
were neutralised by raising or lowering to intermediate values, to
allow the function of Tempo and Intensity to be isolated and
tested, was labelled "synth.SM", "synth.QM", and "synth.IM".
These basic "Ø" and "M" sentences underwent a modification
involving the last syllable in which the fo value was altered in 4
to 6 one tone steps from a turning point at the beginning of the
syllable.

$�!����&#����	��	�
����	��
���'�()*�+��),�����)-����,)-

$�!����.#����	��	�
����	��
���'�/+��/),/�����/)-/����,/)-/

3.2. Results
These sentences were submitted to twenty subjects according to
the same procedure as with the natural sentences. The results are
confirmed and the trading relation between the 3 parameters is
organised according to a hierarchy scale.
3.2.1. "	
���" sentences. synth. S become "Q" when the final
syllable has a 2 tone rise; synth.SM (with a higher overall fo)
become "Q" as soon as the final syllable is level. Synth.Qs and
synth.QMs stay "Q". These results suggest that with a tempo
corresponding to "S"  the general fo register and fo final
movement is the main cue for the S. vs Q. contrast. When the
Tempo is faster (~11%) the sentence is perceived as a Question,
whatever the fo value (provided fo has not been  raised too much;
in this case, the sentence is felt as un-natural).
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Figure 7. Identification tests : Synth. S / Q Statement

3.2.2. "
" sentences. Synth.Qs and QMs are always understood
as Questions. This again demonstrates that fast tempo is the main
cue for characterising Questions. Synth.Ss and SMs are not
clearly categorised: Whatever the fo variation, Qs and Ss score
between 45 and 55% recognition. This is also interesting when
we remember that the natural sentences were not differentiated
(cf. Table 1), probably because of a regional bias: the lexical "
"
is a northern term, much less frequent than the Q-marker. It has
to be noticed that rising fo in the synthetic sentences enables a
fair proportion of the hearers to interpret the utterance as a
Statement (around 50%).
3.2.3. "�
�" sentences. These were used to test the "Q" vs "I"
contrast. They got results comparable with the "
" sentences.
Natural sentences were not differentiated because the I-marker
value is more expected than the lexical value. Synth.Is and IMs
are always understood as Imperatives while for synth.Qs and
QMs, the Question interpretation appears (40% recognition) only
with an extreme final rise.
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3.2.4. "��" sentences. These were used to test the "S" vs "I"
contrast. They have results comparable with those obtained with
"không". Synth.Is and IMs are interpreted as "I" whatever the fo
variations; synth.Ss and SMs become "I" when the final fo rise is
more than 2 tones. If we remember that "S" and "I" utterances
have the same Tempo, these results suggest that Intensity is the
main cue for Imperatives and that when it is "neutralised", fo will
take over.
3.3. Conclusion

Compared to Statements, Questions are characterised by a
faster tempo, a raised overall fo and a final upward  fo direction;
for Imperatives  intensity is the main cue, but fo can play a
secondary role.

Controlling fo, intensity and tempo parameters with re-
synthesized speech (P. Martin's WinPitch program) we obtain
target values which are generally (>80%) recognized as well as
the perceptual boundaries between the three modal categories.

4. CONCLUSION
We can propose the following grid to describe Vietnamese
intonation (inspired by the "Lund Model" ; Gårding [3], [4]) :

Figure 8. Intonation grid for Vietnamese utterances

The general register "R" is defined by the tonal system and
is divided into 2 clearly separate "tonal spaces" (High = R.H &
Low = R.L) where tones are realised according to their type
(Gsell [6]). The average fo line gives an indication of the
utterance modality (the slope corresponds to "Statement" when it
is a slight fall and to "(Yes-No) Question" when it is a slight
rise).

For each speaker, there is a particular fo average and a
register "R" corresponding to "neutral" statements. This "R" is
higher for interrogative utterances and reaches an even higher
level for utterances expressing certain attitudes.

"R" can be reduced and "R.H" & "R.L" can overlap, or even
merge, depending on the type of dialect which leaves very little
space for tones to be "fully" developed.

The relative height of "R.H" and "R.L" also depends on the
place of the stress which can be labelled, according to their
hierarchy, " *, * , *  " : morpheme categories, syntactic group,
sentence level. A tone is fully developed in stressed positions and
has reduced range in unstressed ones (����& al. [1]).

The duration of the syllable "s.d." depends on the type of
tone concerned (short vs long) and stress. It depends on the
tempo which corresponds to one of the possible characteristics of
the speaker's attitude and to mode utterance (S, Q, I).

Finally, there is a tonal assimilation "t.a" (which is not a
"sandhi") between adjacent tones, which of course modifies the
general fo line of the entire utterance.

The basic "segmental" unit is not the "phone", but the
syllable the structure of which constrains to a certain degree the
type of tones involved. However the Vietnamese utterance is not
a mere concatenation of tone-bearing syllables: there is a proper
intonation, on the one hand characteristic of the three main
sentence modalities and on the other hand conveying attitudes.

NOTES
1. Standard writing system of Vietnamese tones :

Tone
Tone name Number Description Keyword

Register Movement
�M?�M
�����
�MN
<O)
0PG
����

2
4
>
;
A
:


��
����������7+H+7
7�D�����������7+H+7


��
���7����7��+*������+

��
�Q7�D����,�77R���+

��
����������������

���7�D�����������7����7��+*

��
�S
�T
�
�U
�V

2. cf. [8]��W��Etudes contrastives de l’intonation expressive en français et
en vietnamien.
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